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Abstract: In the paper, the design of a linear motor as an actuator in vehicle active suspension systems will be presented. The attention is 

focused on several interesting design aspects of a non-traditional actuator (a linear synchronous permanent magnet motor with electronic 

commutation) controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for a car active suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the 

possibility to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good 

insulation of the car sprung mass from the road surface disturbances. In addition, under certain circumstances it is possible to reduce or 

even eliminate the demands concerning the external power source. 
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1. Introduction 

All suspension systems are designed to meet specific 

requirements. In suspension systems, usually two most important 

features are expected to be improved - disturbance absorbing (i.e. 

passenger comfort) and attenuation of the disturbance transfer to the 

road (i.e. car handling). The first requirement could be presented as 

an attenuation of the damped mass acceleration or as a peak 

minimization of the damped mass vertical displacement. The 

second one is characterized as an attenuation of the force acting on 

the road or in a simple car model (Fig.1) as an attenuation of the 

unsprung mass acceleration. It is obvious, that there is a 

contradiction between these two requirements. With respect to these 

contradictory requirements, the best results can be achieved using 

active suspension systems generating a variable mechanical force 

acting in the system.  

 

                           Fig. 1  One-quarter-car suspension model 

The model consists of a spring (stiffness k1), passive damper 

(damping quotient c1), sprung mass is taken as one-quarter of the 

body mass (mb), unsprung mass representing one wheel (mw) and a 

spring connecting the unsprung mass to the road and representing 

the tire stiffness (k2), zr(t)  is road displacement (road disturbance) 

[m], zb(t)  denotes displacement of the sprung mass, and zw(t) 

displacement of the unsprung mass. 

The active force (Fa) acting between the sprung and unsprung 

masses of the car is generated by a linear electric motor. For one-

quarter-car model description see [1]. The H∞ controller synthesis 

for active suspension is described in [2].  

The paper offers motivations for an electromagnetic active 

suspension system that provides both additional stability by 

performing active roll and pitch control during cornering and 

braking, as well as eliminating road irregularities, hence increasing 

both vehicle and passenger safety and driving comfort. Contrary to 

the conventional suspension system, a quite non-traditional solution 

has been chosen [1], [2] . In the paper, the usage of linear motors as 

electromagnetic actuators in the vehicle active suspension systems 

is presented. Vehicle suspensions in which forces are generated in 

response to feedback signals by active elements offer increased 

design flexibility compared to the conventional suspensions using 

passive elements such as springs and dampers. The attention is 

concentrated on several aspects of such a non-traditional actuator 

controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for the car 

suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the possibility 

to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and 

sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good insulation of 

the car sprung mass from the road surface and load disturbances. 

Besides, under certain circumstances using linear motors as 

actuators enable the transformation of mechanical energy of 

vibrations to electrical energy, the energy accumulation, and using 

it when needed. This way, it is possible to reduce or even eliminate 

the demands concerning the external power source. The active 

suspension offers many benefits over conventional and semi-active 

suspension systems. The electromagnetic suspension is a high 

bandwidth and efficient solution for improving handling and 

comfort. Direct drive tubular permanent magnet actuator technology 

offers a high force density and fail-safe solution. In-lab and 

simulation verification proved the performance and efficiency of the 

proposed solution. Compared to traditional drives that use rotational 

electro motors and lead screw or toothed belts, the direct-drive 

linear motor exhibits the property of contactless transfer of 

electrical power according to the laws of magnetic induction. The 

electromagnetic force is applied directly without the intervention of 

a mechanical transmission. Low friction and no backlash resulting 

in high accuracy, high acceleration and velocity, high force, high 

reliability and long lifetime enable not only effective usage of 

modern control systems but also represent the important attributes 

needed to control vibration suspension efficiently.  

2. Linear Motors 

The beauty of linear motors is that they directly translate 

electrical energy into usable linear mechanical force and motion, 

and vice versa. The motors are produced in synchronous and 

asynchronous versions. Compared to conventional rotational 

electro motors, the stator and the shaft (translator) of direct-drive 

linear motors are linear-shaped. One can imagine such a motor 

taking infinite stator diameter. 

     Linear motor translator movements take place with high 

velocities (up to approximately 200m/min), large accelerations 

(up to g multiples), and forces (up to kN). As mentioned above, 

the electromagnetic force can be applied directly to the payload 

without the intervention of a mechanical transmission, what 

results in high rigidity of the whole system, its higher reliability 

and longer lifetime. In practice, the most often used type is the 

synchronous three-phase linear motor. 

     For the most part, linear motors function within a system in 

the same manner as other types of motors. The major difference 

lies in commutation. Linear motors commutate based on linear 

position; rotary motors commutate based on angular position. 

     For a brushless motor to produce force, the windings must be 

switched in polarity and amplitude relative to the permanent 

magnetic field. In the case of brush-type motors, the magnets are 

usually stationary (stator). In brushless motors, the magnets are 

typically on the moving shaft, either rotating or sliding. 

Commutation is cyclical in nature, and is based on a fixed ratio 

of magnetic poles to electric coils. With rotary motors, these 

cycles repeat every revolution. With linear motors, the cycles 

repeat over a fixed distance. 
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3. Accumulation of Energy 

Linear electric motors are able to recuperate energy. When the 

generated force is of the same direction as the suspension velocity, 

the energy has to be supplied into the system. Otherwise, it can be 

recuperated and accumulated for future usage. 

     Assume two driving conditions: 

- the terrain/surface the car is driving on is very rough and 

uneven and there is enough energy stored in the accumulator system 

(the controller works in the standard mode, the motor consumes 

energy from the energy accumulator (supercapacitors) and the 

suspension performance is preserved). 

- the terrain/surface the car is driving on is relatively 

smooth and there is not enough energy stored in the accumulator 

system because of the situation described above. The external signal 

provides the information to the H∞ controller to deteriorate its 

performance and to reduce energy consumption [2]. The 

deterioration is stated by the desired force attenuation. If the force is 

attenuated too much then the active suspension system works 

similarly to the passive suspension and the linear electric motor 

works as a generator producing energy for the accumulation system 

(Fig.2). Of course, in such a case the suspension performance is 

deteriorated (to the passive suspension level in the worst case). 

The power amplifier requires a DC power supply for the switch 

bridge (see Fig.2a). If the motor works as an actuator, the electrical 

energy is lead in the terminal U0. In the braking mode, it is possible 

to get back the accumulated energy from the terminal. To achieve a 

good function of the power amplifier, the level of the voltage U0 

cannot exceed a permitted range. Because the maximum of the 

linear motor force is limited within the given permitted range, it is 

useful to hold U0 at the upper limit. There are several ways of 

energy accumulation, but some of them do not allow holding U0 at 

the upper limit of the range. One of the possibilities is shown in 

Fig.1a. U0 is held constant and equal to Umax.  

  The electrical energy is impressed across the terminal U0 from 

vehicle supply network here represented by the capacitor C with the 

help of a DC/DC step-up converter. The voltage of the capacitor C 

is held within the range of 0  Umax [V]. With respect to the short-

time (hundreds of ms) instantaneous power (of the order of kW), 

both the converters have to be adjusted to such a high peak power. 

Consider the average efficiency of each converter as equal to 

=0,85. The recuperated energy can be reused with the efficiency of 

2=0,72. It results in a disadvantage when 28% of the recuperated 

energy is lost during one cycle of the energy accumulation and its 

following reusage.  

If the vehicle supply network is represented by a capacitor C 

then its accumulation capacity (taken in the range of (0-Umax) 

enables to store energy of: 

                                                                      (1) 

Another way how to accumulate the electrical energy 

is shown in Fig.1b. In this case, it is assumed that the voltage U0 

does not have to be necessarily time-invariant and varies within 

the range of Umin ¸ Umax . Now, the capacitor C is connected 

directly to the terminal U0 . The peak-power dimensioned 

auxiliary voltage supply is non-active for U0 >Umin. Vice-versa, 

the energy dissipator dissipates energy in case of exposure of the 

capacitor when U0 >Umax. The main advantages of such a 

solution are: its simplicity, the fact that the energy taken from 

the terminal U0 is stored with the efficiency of 100% (loss 

resistance of the capacitor C is neglected), and no problems 

concerning the DC/DC converters (efficiency, disturbances, 

cooling etc.). As the main disadvantage is taken the fact that the 

stored energy is limited by: 

                                        (2) 

To store the same energy as in the first case, it is 

necessary to use the capacitor with EC1/Ec2- times higher 

capacity. 

  

Fig. 2a,b  Energy accumulation. 

 

4. Linear Motor Model 

To verify control algorithms a linear motor model 

including the power amplifier has been created in Matlab-

Simulink. The model enables to demonstrate the conversion of 

the electrical energy to mechanical energy. 

In the model, it is assumed that: the magnetic field of 

the secondary part with permanent magnets is sinusoidal, the 

phases of the primary part coils are star-connected, and the 

vector control method is used to control the phase current. Here, 

PWM voltage signal is substituted by its mean value to shorten 

(about 10 times) the simulation period (inaccuracies caused by 

such a substitution can be neglected). The principal inner 

representation of the model is shown in Fig.3. The model input 

vector is given by the instantaneous position [m] (necessary to 

compute the commutation current [A] of the coils), 

instantaneous velocity [m/s] (the induced voltage of the coils 

depends on the position and velocity) and desired force [N]. 

The designed model function has been verified 

comparing dynamics of the model and the real motor. The 

simulation parameters correspond to the catalogue parameters of 

TBX3810 linear motor manufactured by Thrust-tube. For 

example, time responses caused by changes of the desired force 

has been compared. The linear motor input-output model is 

shown in Fig.4. 

 

Fig. 3  Principal inner model representation 

 

 

Fig. 4  Linear motor input/output model for dynamics verification 

Fig. 5 and Fig.6 represent simulated and real time 

responses (step series: 0N→200N/200N→0N, power supply: 

150V, velocity: 0m/s). 
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Fig. 5  Simulated time responses 

Fig. 6   Real time responses 

On the base of the experiments taken on the suspension model, 

the value of the electric power necessary to be supplied or 

consumed when the velocity and force of the motor are constant 

has been gained. The model output vector is given by the actual 

value of the force [N], electric power [W] has been consumed at 

the switch bridge terminal since the start point of the simulation 

(its negative value represents the recuperated electrical energy), 

and instantaneous electric power demand of the motor [W]. In 

Fig.7 there is represented an input/output model (with concrete 

simulation values) of the linear motor. 

Fig. 7   Linear motor input-output model 

To obtain the simulation results given in Tab.1, the linear 

motor motion of constant velocity and constant force has been 

simulated (the results in Tab.1 are valid for the supply voltage of 

300V). 

The direction of the force is oriented contrariwise for positive 

values of the force. After transient response settling, the power 

supply of the linear motor (the power supplied into the motor from 

the power supply or vice versa) has been measured. The positive 

values correspond to the electric power necessary to be supplied to 

the motor. Vice versa, the negative values represent the accumulate-

able power. xxxx symbols in the fields signify that the desired force 

is not reachable under the given velocity. The simulation parameters 

correspond to the catalogue parameters of TBX3810 linear motor 

Thrust-tube. 
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Table 1 Simulation results 

velocity [m/s] 

force 

[N] 

0 0,1 0,2 0,6 1 1,2 1,5 2 

2000 4931 4693 4459 3991 3523 2591 1430 276 

1800 3996 3780 3569 3148 2727 1889 846 -191 

1600 3157 2965 2778 2404 2030 1286 360 -556 

1400 2417 2249 2085 1758 1432 781 -26 -828 

1200 1776 1632 1492 1211 932 376 -315 -999 

1000 1233 114 967   763 531 68 -504 -1071 

800 789 694 600 414 232 -140 -595 -1044 

600 444 372 302 163 24 -250 -587 -919 

400 197 150 103 11 -81 -261 -481 -695 

200 49 26 3 -43 -87 -173 -276 -372 

0 0 0 1 2 5 13 28 49 

-200 49 74 98 146 196 298 430 567 

-400 197 246 293 389 485 671 931 xxxxx 

-600 444 516 587 730 873 1163 1531 xxxxx 

-800 789 886 980 1170 1360 1744 2229 xxxxx 

-1000 1233 1354 1471 1708 1946 2424 3026 xxxxx 

-1200 1776 1920 2062 2345 2630 3202 xxxxx xxxxx 

-1400 2417 2585 2750 3081 3413 4079 xxxxx xxxxx 

-1600 3157 3349 3538 3916 4294 xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 

-1800 3996 4212 4424 4849 5274 xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 

-2000 4931 5173 5405 5876 xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 

5. Results

Comparing the time responses in Fig.5 and Fig.6 it can

bee seen a very good matching level of the behavior of the used 

model and real motor. 

On the base of the simulation results, it is obvious that the 

power of the order of up to hundreds of W can be obtained when the 

motor velocity exceeds 0,4 ms-1 and the force does not exceed about 

200N. As an example, it is possible to note that under the motor 

velocity of 1,5 ms-1 the energy can be obtained if and only if the 

braking force does not exceed 1400N. 

6. Conclusion

It results from the experiments made with the linear motor 

TBX3810 Thrust-tube that the designed model describes the real 

linear motor equipped with necessary auxiliary circuits very 

authentically and enables to verify control algorithms developed to 

control the linear motor as an actuator of the active suspension 

system. This was an important conclusion for controller synthesis, 

various experimental simulations, and further research. 
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